March 31, 2021

Dear Members of Congress,

We are 127 national, state, and local organizations dedicated to human rights, immigrant rights, civil rights, and the health, safety, and well-being of families and communities throughout the U.S. As Congress takes urgently needed steps to restore humanity and fairness to our immigration system, we write in support of the Dignity for Detained Immigrants Act as the legislative vehicle
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for addressing the harmful overreach, abusive conditions, and profiteering incentives that characterize our current system of immigration detention. The Dignity for Detained Immigrants Act sets out a vision and framework for reform, shifting the current system towards humane, effective, and fiscally sound strategies that have been demonstrated to work. We urge members of Congress to support this bill and move it forward for markup and a floor vote.

DHS currently operates a sprawling network of over 200 detention facilities with the capacity to detain tens of thousands of immigrants and asylum-seekers, including families, caregivers, members of the LGBTI community, pregnant people, and other vulnerable populations. The mass detention of immigrants and asylum-seekers while they await a determination of their immigration case poses a danger to the health of individuals in detention, and contravenes the U.S.’s legal and policy commitments with respect to due process, human rights, and racial justice. Black and brown immigrants make up the overwhelming majority of those detained by ICE. People in detention frequently endure horrific conditions, with sexual assault, violent abuse, and medical negligence all commonplace. The COVID-19 pandemic has heightened the dangers of detention, with the illness sweeping through immigration detention facilities and affecting over 10,000 people as of late March 2021. For-profit detention further fuels human rights abuses, and the vast majority of people in ICE custody are locked up in facilities owned or managed by private prison companies or state, county or local governments.

It is also unnecessary. Community-based programs, which provide greater access to legal counsel and case management, have been highly successful in providing people with support to navigate their immigration court proceedings. Research by the American Immigration Council and the Vera Institute has shown that the overwhelming majority of immigrants who are not detained or who are released from detention attend their immigration court hearings, and virtually all do so when they are represented by counsel. A network of community support for immigrants and asylum-seekers navigating the immigration system already exists and can easily be expanded.

The Dignity for Detained Immigrants Act addresses the current inhumane system and centers the use of more just and effective community-based programs. The Act ends mandatory detention and restores due process, both by mandating an individualized consideration of each person’s case and by correcting the currently backwards burden of proof: the Act requires DHS to demonstrate the need for detention, rather than force the detained person to prove her claim to liberty. The Act also phases out private prison contracts and contracts with local and state jails, and instead charts out a path for utilizing the least restrictive conditions necessary through the development of community-based case management programs operated by culturally competent non-profit organizations. Lastly, when DHS does resort to detention, it sets standards for humane treatment, including a ban on solitary confinement, and strengthens oversight, transparency, and accountability across the system.

The time for Congress to act is now. There are approximately 14,000 people in immigration detention, a significant number, but the lowest number of individuals in detention in many years. The current reduced state of detention proves it was never necessary in the first place. It is time to end the horrors of our current system and the harm it inflicts on people, families, and their
communities. We urge you to support the Dignity for Detained Immigrants Act and thank you for your leadership.
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